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Please Ensure Affidavit (NC2) is Properly Re-sworn if any Changes have been made to it or Any Attachments. 
If not Re-sworn, your Application Will Be Automatically Returned.
Applications will be returned without further review or comment by the Clerks or a Justice if your application has one or more of the following deficiencies:
I. Preliminary Matters
.
II. Application for a Grant when there is a Will Pursuant to Rule 13(I)
Some forms may appear to be a duplication of information. To ensure your application is completed properly, you should make sure all forms have the required information. It is important that in addition to all the forms being properly completed, the Application contain sufficient information for the reviewing Justice to properly consider whether your application for the Grant applied for be granted.
“EAA” Estate Administration Act
“WSA” Wills and Succession Act
“WA”  Wills Act
“Rule” Surrogate Rules
“AIP” Adult Interdependent Partner
Please Correct Your Application and Re-submit for Full Review
day survivorship clause specified in will - affidavit on application should be sworn after 
such period.
(predeceased, renounced, nominated, residuary beneficiary, etc.). On or after February 1, 2012 former spouse or former AIP is revoked as executor (apply Section 25 WSA).
Where spouse, former spouses or AIP is deceased or divorced, include date of death/divorce/relationship terminated.
appointed, give particulars (deal with Section 11(4) of EAA).
and confirm if they left surviving spouse/children (must identify surviving children in NC 6).
of will/codicil (Rule 22).
incorrect or not addressed
differs from Will/Codicil (use AKA or in will referred to as
.
differs from will: use AKA or in the Will 
referred to as
. PO Box address not sufficient.
(if adeemed, abated
or lapsed, please give full particulars).
Section 34 or 35 of the Wills Act or Sections 25, 32 or 33 of the WSA apply.
requested another person to sign on the deceased's behalf.
Rule 19 or if will/codicil is in holograph form then provide an affidavit in Form NC 9 as per Rule 16(4).
missing.
missing/incomplete/not
prescribed form.
when parties were married at time of death or, if divorced or separated, divorced, or separation was within two years of death)
Service be acknowledged by spouse, recorded mail, or separation was within acknowledging for spouse, if abstained might be
another for filing
is not receiving all of the estate. Service can be by acknowledgement by spouse or AIP, recorded mail or on solicitor
acknowledgement for spouse or AIP. Acknowledgement of service from spouse or AIP, if obtained, must be an original for 
filing.
(Note: Must serve trustee or attorney if appointed, guardian/parent of a minor child).
clearly stated in the Affidavit.
attach the application or postal receipts).
not served on Trustee/Attorney? Guardian of minor
) pursuant to Section 11 EAA.
(
III Application for a Grant on Intestacy Pursuant to Rule 13(2)
apply (predeceased, renounced, nominated, residuary beneficiary, etc.). On or after June 1, 2015 surviving spouse's priority 
revoked apply Section 13 EAA and Section 63 WSA.
(children of which relationship?) Where spouse, former spouses or AIP is deceased or divorced, include date of death/divorce/relationship terminated. No gift to former spouses on or after February 1, 2012 apply Section 63 WSA.
appointed, give particulars (deal with Section 11(4) of WSA).
confirm if they left surviving spouse/children (must identify surviving children in NC6).
. PO Box address not sufficient.
Section 6 of the Intestate Succession Act  or Section 63/66 of the WSA.
apply Section 63 WSA.
missing.
missing/incomplete/not
prescribed form.
, use NC 21.
parties were married at time of death or, if divorced, divorce was within two years of death). Service can be acknowledged by
spouse, recorded mail, or on solicitor acknowledging for spouse. Acknowledgment of service from spouse, if obtained, must be an original for filing.
spouse or AIP is not receiving all of the estate. Service can be by acknowledged by spouse or AIP, recorded mail or solicitor
acknowledging for spouse or AIP. Acknowledgment of service from spouse or AIP, if obtained, must be an original for filing.
trustee or attorney if appointed, guardian/parent of a minor child (see Section 11 of the EAA).
stated in the Affidavit.
not served on Trustee/Attorney? Guardian of minor
) pursuant to Section 11 EAA.
(
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Surrogate Checklist, is a form that the Surrogate clerks use across the province to assist in commenting to the public and lawyers common mistakes made on a Probate or Administration for a deceased persons estate. Surrogate clerks also use this form as a training guide for reviewing an applications.
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